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My Shmiras eynaiym thread
Posted by beautifuleyes - 26 Aug 2021 13:53
_____________________________________

Hi everyone,

recently i have not been careful with my eyes. I have been googling things and seeing things
that are not tznius.

I feel like from Rabainu Grants story that it starts with looking at small things .......... until .......
CV.

So i restarted my clock even though it wasnt a fall according to GYE, but for this i am still calling
it a fall.

Today is yud ches elul the birthday of the baal shem tov and the baal hamechaber of the tanya
kadisha and shulchan aruch the alter zrebbe of Chabad.

Bez"H i will try to be more careful with my eyes.

Bez"H i will try to post daily with my updates.

thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: My Shmiras eynaiym thread
Posted by sleepy - 14 Jun 2022 15:44
_____________________________________

5Uu80*cdwB#^ wrote on 14 Jun 2022 14:35:

BH that you were able to withstand that test at university. We, your fellow yidden, are so proud
of you. Next time you have to go to campus, is there an alternate route you can take?

I also went to university. I want you to realize that the next step for you is to lose your interest in
these girls. Girls that dress like the girls you are talking about are not befitting for you. Think
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about oozing, pussy genital infections if you need to. That's the metzius. Is that something you
want? These girls and their appeal is absolute sheker. I am telling you. It is literally the biggest
mirage in the whole world. 100% sheker. It's like someone emptying out your bank account and
you are excited to give them all your money only for them to walk away and there's nothing you
can do about it.

100% SHEKER. Don't fall for it!

very well said .

i once read about a guy who picked up a girl and did the aveira in his car, he said she left a
stench on his  carseat that he couldnt get rid of for a month!

========================================================================
====
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